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ABSTRACT
The relations between signal shaping, noise, and
timing resolution in nuclear particle detection systems
are examined in this paper. Mathematical analysis of five
commonly used types of filters leads to numerical results
for system noise components arising from sources in the
preamplifier, detector, and bias resistors. These re-
sults are presented in the form of design curves for the
various filters, showing the dependence of each output
noise component on both the magnitude of the noise
sources and the filter time constants.
Three of the filters considered are simple RC
types; the remaining two are combinations of delay lines
and RC elements. The quantitative calculations specifi-
cally assume a silicon detector and a field-effect-tran-
sistor preamplifier. Those filters that exhibit bipolar
step response are analyzed in terms of crossover timing
resolution, based on the earlier noise calculations. Again,
the results are summarized in sets of design curves for
each filter. Finally, the comparative performance of the
various filter types is discussed, and specific examples
are given.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The most important characteristics of nuclear
particle detection systems are usually energy resolution
and timing. The accuracy to which either of these can be
measured ultimately depends on the signal-to-noise ratio
of the channel.
The signal from a semiconductor detector takes
the form of a current impulse whose area, or time inte-
gral, has the dimensions of charge and is directly pro-
portional to the energy absorbed in the detector by the
interaction between the incident particle and the detector
crystal. Signal processing begins with a preamplifier,
which today is usually of the charge sensitive type. The
output signal from the preamplifier is a voltage tail pulse,
characterized by a short risetime and a long exponential
decay. For purposes of signal analysis, this can be
closely approximated by a step function having an ampli-
tude proportional to the charge input.
Following the preamplifier is a main amplifier,
which performs the dual functions of signal amplification
and filtering. The filtering properties of the amplifier
are of prime importance in any discussion of system reso-
lution, since it is these properties which determine both
the shape of the output pulse and the rejection of noise
generated in the detector or preamplifier.
This paper will consider a system consisting of a
semiconductor detector, a charge-sensitive preamplifier
and a unity-gain filter, as shown in Fig. 1.
The filter can be any of five types, which will be
introduced in the next section. They are all simple, con-
structed of passive elements (resistors, capacitors, delay-
lines), and practical. In Section 3, the noise properties
of these filters are calculated and summarized in the form
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Fig. 1 PARTICLE DETECTION SYSTEM
of useful design curves showing the dependence of each of
the noise components on critical system parameters. Sec-
tion 4 considers the timing resolution capabilities of those
filter types that can be used for crossover timing, again
summarizing the results in a set of design curves. Sec-
tion 5 presents performance comparisons among the various
filter types, based on the curves derived in the previous
two sections.
«
The five filter types considered here are by no
means exhaustive. However, they are representative of
the class of linear, time-independent filters exhibiting
unipolar or bipolar step response and are of considerable
practical importance in their own right. Moreover, the
methods used in deriving their properties can be readily
extended to the analysis of other filters of the same class.
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2. FILTER CHARACTERISTICS
BASIC FILTER ELEMENTS
All filters considered in this report are simple
combinations of three basic elements. These are the RC
differentiator, the RC integrator, and the delay-line differ-
entiator. The transfer functions for these basic elements
are given in Fig. 2 in Laplace Transform notation.
RC DIFFERENTIATOR
<Hh
Ein
o-
T(s)= R+(1/sC} s+d/T), T=RC
RC INTEGRATOR
t^- •
Ein
VVV 1 V
R J_
c
T(s)
-
r=RC
DELAY-LINE DIFFERENTIATOR
o—WV 1 o
E. D. L. T(s)='/2(1-e-sTd) , Td= TWO-WAY
LENGTH OF
DELAY LINE
Fig. 2 BASIC FILTER ELEMENTS
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FILTER TYPES
The important relations describing the filter char-
acteristics are the overall transfer function T(s), the
spectral weighting function |T(f) |2 , and the step response
g(t).
The transfer function is simply the product of the
transfer functions for each element of the filter. The
other functions are derived from this by the defining equa-
tions:
*/|T(f)|2 = T(s)T*(s) S=j277f
g(t) = L
11
 [T(S)
L s
A Type 1 filter is here defined as the cascade com
bination of one RC differentiator and one RC integrator,
both of equal time constant, T. For this filter;
|T(f)| 2 =
277T
A Type 2 filter consists of two RC differentiators
and one RC integrator. All three time constants are equal
to r:
T(s) =
|T(f)| 3 _ rS
°
f4 1
(f2+f|)3J '
\
f
° 2ffT '
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A Type 3 filter consists of two RC differentiators
and two RC integrators; again, all time constants are
equal:
T(s) =
|T(f) |2 =
g(t) =
1
 fV6 [3(r 31 e't/T
The Type 4 filter uses a delay-line differentiator
of two-way delay T^ and a single RC differentiator of time
constant T; The ratio between the delay and the RC time
constant is defined as:
P =
For this filter:
I - cos (2afT.r
2
f 2
g(t) = l .- u(t) -
1
277T 21TT
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As the integration time constant becomes small with re-
spect to the delay time (i. e., p '-• «), the step response
becomes rectangular with an amplitude of 0. 5 and a width
equal to Tfj. As p approaches zero, the leading and
trailing edges of the response become slower, resulting
in a nearly triangular step response.
The Type 5 filter consists of a delay-line differ-
entiator, an RC integrator, and an RC differentiator. The
two RC elements are of equal time constant T, again re-
lated to the delay time by p = Td/r. Then:
Tf«3^ -1 v °>
1
2T
"s(l - e"sTd)"
(s +f> J
= _£_
2T,d
s(l - e"sTd)
(s+^-T
f2 f2[l-cos(2irfTd)]
I T(l)| = — /f2 , fS \2 21TT
The step response functions for each of these fil-
ters are plotted in Figs. 3 through 7. A fundamental
difference between the single (Types 1 and 4) and double-
differentiating filters (Types 2, 3, and 5) is that the former
have a unipolar step response, whereas the latter exhibit
bipolar response with a zero-crossover occurring at a
time dependent only on the'filter type and the "time constant.
As will be shown later, the single-differentiating filters
are markedly superior from a system noise standpoint
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when the preamplifier is the dominant noise source. On
the other hand, the double-differentiating types have two
inherent advantages in many practical systems. In the
first place, the existence of a time-in variant zero-cross-
over facilitates the use of a simple scheme for accurately
determining the time of an event. Secondly, the recovery
of the double-differentiated response is well defined,
whereas the use of AC interstage coupling in a single-
differentiated system gives rise to a long secondary time
constant, which limits the accuracy of the filter at high
pulse rates. This problem will not be treated here; a
general discussion of it can be found in Ref. 1.
0.5
Fig. 3 TYPE 1 FILTER-STEP RESPONSE
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Fig. 4 TYPE 2 FILTER-STEP RESPONSE
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Fig. 5 TYPE 3 FILTER-STEP RESPONSE
(t/Td)
Fig. 6 TYPE 4 Fl LTER-STEP RESPONSE
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3. NOISE CONSIDERATIONS
NOISE SOURCES
The presence of noise in a system imposes basic
limitations on both the amplitude and timing resolution.
The major noise sources can be classified into three
categories: (a) preamplifier noise, (b) resistor noise,
and (c) detector noise.
In the case of a preamplifier using a field-effect
transistor (FET) in the front-end, the noise arises from
thermal effects in the conducting channel, modified by the
effect of channel-width modulation (Ref. 2). For purposes
of analysis, it can be treated as a random voltage generator
in series with the FET gate;- as will be shown, the effect
of this noise source on system resolution depends directly
on the total shunt capacitance at the preamplifier input
and is therefore of overriding importance when a high-
capacitance detector is used. The extremely low leakage
current of modern FET's allows the shot-noise associated
with the gate current to be neglected.
The resistors connected across the preamplifier
feedback and in the detector bias circuit are generators of
noise currents and should be kept as large as possible.
The contribution of these current-noise sources to,overall
system noise is independent of input capacitance, and de-
pends only on the characteristics of the filter. Likewise,
the detector is a source of current-noise and can be treated
in the same way as resistor noise. -In general, however,
the magnitude and spectral composition of detector noise
are difficult to predict.
PREAMPLIFIER NOISE
The noise performance of an FET can be charac-
terized by an "equivalent noise resistance" Rn, generating
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a thermal noise voltage whose mean-square value is given
by:
T = 4KTR Af = er Af,
n n n
where e is the noise spectral density. The noise re-
sistance varies inversely with the transconductance gm,
following the relation:
R = Q
n g&m
The factor Q is usually between 0. 7 and 1. 0 for FET's
operated in the pinch-off region near room temperature.
The system of detector, preamplifier, and filter
can be represented as (see Fig. 8)
c:
Fig. 8 REPRESENTATION OF DETECTOR, PREAMPLIFIER, FILTER SYSTEM WITH
PREAMPLIFIER NOISE
= ea
n
where Crp = CQ + Cf + C^
feedback capacitance, and
amp (including strays).
= detector capacitance, C
= input capacitance of pre
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If e is white (uniform spectral density), then
is also white, and the mean-square noise voltage appearing
at the filter output is obtained by integrating the product of
the input spectral density e2 and the filter spectral weight-
ing function |T(f) |3 over all frequencies:
E5" = P ~ef • |T(f)|3 df
v Jn x ' '
= e
C 2
_J ^
n Cf' "0
J |T(f) | 2 df .
The rms noise voltage, E , is then:
In order to make the noise voltage E meaningful
in terms of resolution, it must be compared with the peak
value of the signal voltage appearing at the filter output
in response to unit excitation of the preamplifier.
For a 1 keV energy loss in a silicon detector, a
charge Q is deposited on the feedback capacitor. This
charge is equal to 278 electrons, or 4. 4 x 10~1'7 coulombs.
The voltage step at the preamplifier output is of magnitude
Q/Cf, and therefore the signal waveform at the filter out-
put is given by:
g(t)
where g(t) is the filter step response derived in Section 2
for the various types of filters. For a unit input, then,
the output signal is:
K
e 0 ( t )= -£g( t )
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where
-17K = 4.4 x 10 coulombs/keV ,
and the peak of this signal is:
K
°max CL ^max
The ratio of the rms noise voltage to the peak out-
put signal then yields the rms noise in terms of equivalent
particle energy. The "full-width at half-maximum"
(FWHM) resolution is more, commonly used in specifying
system noise and, according to the Gaussian distribution
function, is 2. 35 times as great as the rms resolution
N = 2 35 x rms noise voltage
v ' peak signal for unit input
= 2.35 x E
v max
= 2 . 3 5 x maxax
where
N = noise in keV, FWHM,
KO = ~ i ^ = 5.34 x 1016 ,
= total capacitance at preamplifier input, in
farads,
- 14 -
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= mean-square noise density (in volts2/Hz)
generated by input FET,
g = peak value of filter step response,
"max t- r »
j3 = integrated spectral response of filter =
df .
The preamplifier noise-slope with respect to input capaci-
tance is:
n gemax
It is clear from the last equation that the preamp
noise slope depends on the thermal noise density of the in-
put FET and on the step response and integrated spectral
response of the filter. The quantities /3 and gmax are
calculated in Appendix A for the five filter types under
consideration; the results are listed in Table 1.
Substituting the calculated values for fie / gmax into
the equation for noise slope and making use of the relation
e^ = 4KTRn, the following set of equations is obtained for
the preamp noise slope in terms of noise resistance Rn
and filter time constants:
dN _ _
Typel : -r^ - = 6. 54 x 1 0" JR IT keV (FWHM)/pf, -dc_ » n
= 9. 02 x 10 JR IT,
. dN _
Type 3: -r^ — = 6. 48 x 10" VRn/T"f
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Table 1
and g for Filter Types 1 through 5
iiJLclX
Filter
Type
1
2
3
4
5
^
 gmax ^ gmax
1/8 T 0.368 °'961
3/32 T 0.230 iiH
1 / 6 4 T 0.131 °'955
P (l-e-p) ^(l-e-°) °'708 X(o)orp VA <- 7 . -gAi-L ) • Alp/
P • T , , ,, -P! « ,„. ; 1.36 _1 CTI ' 1 "*" (p 1 )c 0. 1 84, p>l jLt(p)d
 L -1 V7^
r -ii i T -]£
Nntp- Wf t^ - P
 QnH nf /O - «* ll 4- /«_1 \o~P
The factors X(p) and fj,(p) are plotted in Fig. 9.
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10.0
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4.0
3.0
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.8
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I I
_ TYPE 5 FILTER
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0.1 0.2 0.3
AMp)=p'/2
0.5 1.0
P
2.0 3.0 5.0 10.0
Fig. 9 X (p) AND ju (p) PLOTS
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Type 4: ^7^- = 7.29 x 10"
'T
dN
~
b _
Type 5: — L = 13. 8 x 10~b -JR /TdCT * n d
These results are plotted in Figs. 10 through 14.
RESISTOR NOISE
All resistors connected to the preamplifier input
act as noise sources. In the best possible case, this
takes the form of thermal noise following the Johnson
equation:
In addition, many resistors generate additional
components that are current-dependent; this is particu-
larly true of carbon composition types. A further prob-
lem arises in the case of high-megohm resistors, which
decrease in resistance at the higher frequencies causing
a possible noise increase above the low-frequency value.
These latter phenomena will not be considered here, and
the ensuing discussion will focus exclusively on Johnson
noise.
Under this assumption, the spectral density of I5"
is uniform over all frequencies. The charge-sensitive
preamplifier is essentially a transreactance amplifier .in
which all input current flows through the feedback capaci-
tor Cf and the resulting output voltage is equal to the pro-
duct of the input current and the reactance of the feedback
element (see Fig. 15). . . . _
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Fig. 10 TYPE 1 FILTER, NOISE SLOPE (dNv/dCT) IN (keV FWHM)/(100 pF)
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10 20 40 60 80 100
RJohms)
200 400 600 800 1000
Fig. 11 TYPE 2 FILTER, NOISE SLOPE (dNv/dCT) IN (keV FWHM)/(100 pF)
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Fig. 12 TYPE 3 FILTER, NOISE SLOPE (dNv/dCT) IN (keV FWHM)/(100 pF)
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Fig. 13 TYPE 4 FILTER, p=2.0, NOISE SLOPE (dNv/dCT) IN (keV FWHM)/(100 pF)
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Fig. 14 TYPE 5 FI LTER, p=2.0, NOISE SLOPE (dNv/dCj) IN (keV FWHM)/(100 pF)
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j 2_4KT
R I
I
Fig. 15 REPRESENTATION OF DETECTOR, PREAMPLIFIER, FILTER SYSTEM
WITH RESISTOR NOISE
The spectral density ef (f) of the noise voltage ap-
pearing at the preamplifier output is:
- 73"(f) =
(277Cf)3 ?
This noise is no longer white, but instead displays
a 1/f2 power characteristic. The noise voltage at the out-
put of the filter, E^, is obtained by integration of this
"reddish" spectrum over all frequencies, using the mag-
nitude-squared transfer function of the filter as a weight-
ing function:
R |T(f) |
2
 d f
j; dff. for F(f) = constant.
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The rms noise voltage is therefore:
where T =
and the FWHM energy resolution is:
/*
ER
N - 2 . 3 5R ' (K / C j gp f &max
gsmax
where
N0 = resistor noise contribution in keV FWHM,R
K, =
 = 5 < 3 4 X 1 0 4
is.
P
i5" = mean-square noise current at input, in amp2 /Hz
g = peak of filter step response.smax ^
The F integrals for the various filter types are
given in Table 2, together with the values of gmax and
the (r /gm ) ratio. The integrals are evaluated in
Appendix B.
Substituting from the last table into the equation
for NR, and making use of the relation for resistor thermal
- 25 -
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Table 2
and g for Filter Types 1 through 5smax
Filter T
Type
gmax «•*/«„„«>
1 7T 2 T /2 0.368 6.04V^
2 ir sr /8 0. 230 4. 81 ^T
3 7T 8T/16 0.131 5.97Vr~
A ,, 11
 2 *
6
 ^ 0 5(
P
3(1 -e"P) 4.44 -^Td <p(p)
1 t, p>l 8.54>/T7^(p)
Note:
[1-T
1'
<p(p) and 0(p) are plotted in Fig. 16.
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noise, 1s = 4KT/R, yields the following set of equations for
the resistor noise contribution (at room temperature),
f*
Typel: N = 6 . 5 2 x 1 0 -v/T/R, keV FWHMK ~
K
Type 2: N = 5.20 x 106
Type 3: N = 6.44 x 106K
Type 4: N = 4.1 6 x 106 VT ,./R> p= 2.0
rt u
6Type 5: NR = 4. 95 x 10 VT^/R, D = 2. 0.
These results are plotted in the following sets of
curves (Figs. 17 through 21). Note from the previous two
curves, for <p(p) and i/)(p), that the dependence of NR on p
is weak for Types 4 and 5 in the vicinity of 1 < p < 5.
Therefore the maximum error in applying the value for
p = 2 is no more than~15% in either of these cases, so
long as P is restricted to this interval.
DETECTOR NOISE
The noise generated by a detector consists of
several components, some of which are not clearly under-
stood but are known to depend on such variables as fabri-
cation procedures, storage history, and operating tem-
perature. Abundant experimental data can be found in the
literature, but these are often of little help in predicting
the noise performance of any particular detector.
In any case, detector noise consists of a random
current input to the preamplifier, and its effect on signal-
to-noise ratio can therefore be treated mathematically in
a similar manner to that of resistor noise discussed in the
preceding section. The basic difficulties are in predicting
the mean-square magnitude of the noise current and its
spectral composition; in addition to a uniform component,
many detectors exhibit components following 1/f or 1/f2
spectral distributions.
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Fig. 17 TYPE 1 FILTER, NOISE DUE TO FEEDBACK AND BIAS RESISTORS (keVFWHM)
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Fig. 18 TYPE 2 FlLTER, NOISE DUE TO FEEDBACK AND BIAS RESISTORS (keV FWHM)
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Fig. 19 TYPE 3 FILTER, NOISE DUE TO FEEDBACK AND BIAS RESISTORS (keV FWHM)
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Fig. 20 TYPE 4 Fl LTER, p=2.0, NOISE DUE TO FEEDBACK AND BIAS RESISTORS (keV FWHM)
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Fig. 21 TYPE 5 FILTER, p=2.0, NOISE DUE TO FEEDBACK AND BIAS RESISTORS (keV FWHM)
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Detailed analysis is given below for the white com-
ponent, following the shot-noise equation"!5" = 2^^ (1^ is
the DC bias current in the detector). Following this is a
discussion on extending this analysis to the frequency-
dependent components.
A great deal of caution should be exercised in in-
terpreting or applying the quantitative results derived in
this section, since the analysis is based on a completely
idealized noise model. In this sense, the results repre-
sent the minimum possible noise contribution from a given
detector and filter combination, valid only for the case of
pure shot noise arising from the detector leakage current.
Let the noise source be a current generator at the
input to the preamplifier (see Fig. 22):
i2(f) = 2ql
Fig. 22 REPRESENTATION OF DETECTOR, PREAMPLIFIER, Fl LTER SYSTEM WITH
DETECTOR NOISE
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The output mean-square noise voltage is then:
= J" "if (f) |T(f) |2 df
(27T)2CJ f df .
If the input noise spectrum is white:
2
-d f = -d (2VT r.
The integral F has already been evaluated in con
nection with the discussion of resistor thermal noise
(Table 2). The FWHM resolution, Nd, is related to the
rms noise voltage E^ = (E^[)1'2 by:
E,
max
27T gL&max-
Substitution of the values for r ^ / g m a x from
Table 2 and the shot-noise equation!5 = 2ql(j yields the
following set of equations for the detector contribution:
Type 1:
Type 2:
Type 3:
= 2.91 x 10
= 2. 32 x lO
= 2. 87 x 10
keV FWHM;
Type 4: N = 1. 86 x 10 VT^, p = 2. 0;
Type 5: N = 2. 21 x 1Q7 V^Vd' p = 2. 0.
These results are plotted in the curves of Figs. 23
through 27.
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Fig. 25 TYPE 3 FILTER, DETECTOR SHOT NOISE (keV FWHM)
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Fig. 26 TYPE 4 FILTER, p=2.0, DETECTOR SHOT NOISE (keV FWHM)
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Fig. 27 TYPE 5 FILTER, p=2.0,DETECTOR SHOT NOISE (keV FWHM)
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In the case of a detector with both white and 1 /f
components, the following modifications must be made:
F(f) = if [i + f n / f ] = if + if(fn/f),
= J e f ( f ) |T(f)| s df
fn A]
where
The integral A can be evaluated in a fairly straight-
forward manner for the Types 2, 3, and 5 filters. How-
ever, a special problem arises in this connection in the
case of Types 1 and 4. Since the latter use only one dif-
ferentiating element, the spectral response |T(f) |2 con-
tains only a second-order zero at the origin, and the inte-
gral A therefore fails to converge.
In practical terms, this means that the 1 /f noise
contribution is limited in these cases by a secondary high-
pass time constant somewhere in the channel, usually due
to either the RC decay time associated with the preampli-
fier feedback loop or an AC coupling between stages.
This secondary time constant must be taken into account
in order to obtain a bounded value for the integral with the
Types 1 and 4 filters.
i 'i'>i-:' '. ' •' ..' !':• ' ; • ' • ' •
Furthermore, if the corner frequency fn of the de-
tector noise spectrum is too high, this may preclude alto-
gether the use of any single-differentiating filter, since
the 1/f noise may then force the secondary time constant
to be made short enough that the basic properties of the
Type 1 and 4 filters are no longer preserved.
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4. TIMING
A basic advantage of the double-differentiating fil-
ters over the single-differentiating types is that the former
display a zero-crossover in the step response at a time
that is independent of pulse amplitude. This crossover
lends itself readily to pulse timing.
The effect of noise on a crossover timing system is
to scatter the zero-crossing times in a random manner
about the mean, or "quiet, " value. The magnitude of this
scattering depends strongly on the type of filter used. The
ensuing discussion will include the Types 2, 3, and 5 filters.
Consider a "general" double-differentiated pulse in
the presence of noise, such as that shown in Fig. 28.
Fig. 28 DOUBLE-DIFFERENTIATED PULSE IN PRESENCE OF NOISE
If the autocorrelation function of the noise is broad
enough that the instantaneous noise voltage can be considered
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constant in the vicinity of the nominal crossover point to,
then the deviation of the actual crossover from the nominal
value can be written:
(t) = noise voltage,
e(t) = signal voltage.
Thus for small deviations, the distribution of crossover
times is Gaussian with a mean equal to the quiet crossover
to and a standard deviation f equal to the ratio between the
rms noise voltage and the absolute slope of the signal pulse
at nominal crossover:
t = de
Let the input to the channel be an energy loss of
S keV in the detector. Then, the signal voltage at the filter
output is a pulse of the form:
K
e(t) = 7^ S g(t),
and the crossover slope is:
— (t.) --P- S^i(U)
oT(t°' ~C f b dt ( t ° '
t Kde/t i t =_I
dFVt°' C,
The rms noise voltage EQ is related to the FWHM noise N
(expressed in keV) by the equation:
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These expressions for crossover slope and noise
voltage can now be substituted into the equation for t to yield:
g
„ max
2. 35 S |g'(1b)| *
The quantities N and gmax have already been cal-
culated for the various filters under consideration. The
crossover slope g '( to) is derived in Appendix C, and the
results summarized in Table 3.
Table 3
Step-Response Peak and Crossover
Slope for Filter Types 2, 3, and 5
Filter
Type
2
3
5
g
°max
0. 230
0.131
0.184
to
2T
3r
1.15Td
g'(1b)| gmax/lsK)!
7^0? .1-70r
TO? l'14T
0 °81T1.54T, u . .a i i d
d
gm a x/ |g '<tb)|
to
0. 85
0.58
0. 25
Substituting the gmax/| g'(tb )| ratios from Table 3
into the last equation for f, the following equations are ob
tained:
Type 2: f = 0. 723 — T, seconds rms,
o
Type 3: f = 0.740^ T,
o
Type 5: f = 0.121 -| Trf, p = 2. 0.
These results are plotted in Figs. 29 through 31.
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An alternate method of describing the timing jitter
is to specify the gating time interval T, symmetric about
the mean crossover, for which there is a stated probability
that the actual crossover time falls within the interval
tg - T/2, t^j + T/2. For example, for a detection proba-
bility of 90%, the gating interval T must be equal to 3. 29 t.
For a 99% probability, this must be increased to 5.15 t.
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5. PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
Performance comparisons among the various types
of filters must be approached carefully, since there are
numerous criteria that must be taken into account. In
systems where timing measurements are absent, the im-
portant quantities are overall noise, resolving time, over-
load recovery, and pileup. For crossover timing systems,
double-differentiating filters must be used and the addi-
tional factors of crossover time and jitter must be con-
sidered, as well as those mentioned above. Finally size,
weight, and power consumption (which is related to band-
width limitations) may be important, particularly in satel-
lite applications.
The problem of comparing performance among the
various alternatives will be illustrated by the following
two examples.
For a resolving time of 5 jis (taken in this example
as the time required for the step response to decay to 5%
of its peak value) the appropriate time constants for the
variousfilter types are:
Type 1: r = 0. 86/js
Type 2: T = 0. 67 ps
Type 3: T = 0. 51 /^s
Type 4: Trf = 1. 92 jus, p = 2. 0
Type 5: T= 1. 39 ps, p = 2. 0
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The noise contributions are listed in Table 4.
Table 4
Noise Contributions for First Example
Filter
Type
Preamp Noise
Slope,
Resistor Noise, Detector Noise,
N
dN
R N
v
1
2
3
4
5
(R • = 100O)
n
7. 0 keV/lOOpF
11.0 keV/lOOpF
.8. 9 keV/lOOpF
5. 2 keV/lOOpF
12.6 keV/lOOpF
(R = 5 Ma)
2. 7 keV
1 . 9 keV
2.1 keV
2. 6 keV
2. 6 keV
(Id = 0. 2 fj,A)
12.0 keV
8. 6 keV
9.0 keV
.11. 7 keV
11. 7 keV
If the detector capacitance is larger than about 200
to 300 pF, depending on filter type, then the preamplifier
noise is dominant in this case. Under these circumstances,
the Type 4 filter yields the lowest noise for a given re-
solving time, and the Types 2 and 5 are notably noisier.
On the other hand, if the detector capacitance is low, the
noise performance is dominated by the detector contribu-
tion, and the Types 2 and 3 are superior. Further, it must
be kept in mind that the calculations for detector noise were
based on the extremely simplified model of a white noise
source following the theoretical shot -noise equation. If
the detector noise had a 1/f or higher-order component, the
advantage of the Types 2 and 3 filters would .be more pro-
nounced as the second-order zero in the transfer function
(because of the double -differentiator) attenuated the low-
frequency noise content. This example points up the diffi-
culty of over-generalization in regard to optimizing system
performance.
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A somewhat similar example can be constructed
for timing jitter. For a specified crossover time of 1. 0
US, the time constants are:
Type 2: r = 0. 50 ps
Type 3: T = 0. 33 jls
Type 5: Trf = 0. 87 Ms, P = 2. 0
Table 5 then gives the noise contributions and timing reso-
lution for a signal level of 50 keV (resistor noise is assumed
negligible).
Table 5
Noise Contributions for Second Example
Filter dN
Type
 dc^
keV/ lOOpF (keV)
N, N • . ' S/N !d total , .(ns rms)
(keV) (keV) (S=50 keV)
(R =100O) (C =100pF) ( I = 0 . 2 U A )n T a
2
3
5
12.7
11. 1
14.7
12. 7
11. 1
14.7
7 . 2
7 . 2
9. 1
14. 6
13. 3
17.2
3.43
3.76
2.90
106
64
36
The Type 5 filter yields far better timing resolu-
tion than the Types 2 and 3 in this case. Nevertheless, the
noise level of the Type 5 is higher by about 30% than that
of the Type 3 with the same crossover time. This means
that for low S/N ratios, the threshold detector in the tim-
ing circuit will be triggered by noise a greater percentage
of the time, and such a condition is not always tolerable.
Finally, the resolving times (5% criterion) of the Types 3
and 5 filters are about equal and approximately 20% shorter
than that of the Type 2, provided all three are set for the
same crossover time, as in this example.
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Appendix A
Calculation of ft and g
ft = f |T(f)|s df
o
Res
a lim _d_
f
° "1 f-f df
Type 2: ^ - J'J $ (f^p
= 1 r .. ...,.?
. lim l d
3
x
3
32T
A-l
max
f _ _.
 df2 .
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• = 5. r —
2 L (f+jfo
. lim fl_ d3 f f*
3f-j^ ^3! dF |_<f+jfo
32
1
64r
(f-jfo )
- exp(j27T Td j f 0 )
df
4 [1 - exp(-2irfo T^)]
[1 - exp(-Td/r)]
,$-
f2[l - cos
3 fs[l - exp(j2TTf T )]
P , . . 2_ df4 J (fa+f|)a
A-2
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fj. . lim
 A ^ [ l -«p ( j a r fT d ) l -
- 2 "1 f-*jf0 df )
The step response peak gmax can be derived by
setting the first derivative of the response function equal
to zero, and substituting the time thus obtained into the
equation for g(t).
Type 1: g(t) = ^  e"t/1:
/ \ ~xg(x) = xe
— V —V —V/ . » A. -". •"•/ 4 \g (x) = e - xe = e (1-x)
= 0 for x = 1
.'. gmax = g(r) = 0. 368
Type 2: g(x) = (x-^x3) e"X
-x
g ' (x) =^- (x2-4^2)
= 0 for x = 2 ± V2
The positive peak is at x = 2 -^2", or t = 0. 59j:
g = g(0. 59T) = 0.230smax 6V
Type 3: g(x) = | (Sx2^ ) e"x
g'(x) =|x e"X(x2-6x+6)
= 0 for x = 3 ±
The positive peak is at x = 3 -V3, or t = 1. 27r
g = g(1.27r) = 0.131
max
A-3
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Type 4: g(t) = \ [1 - e"t/T] u(t) - \ [l -
 e"
(t
'
Td)/T] u(t-Td)
Type 5:
The response peak for p > 1 occurs before the
delay-line return, and is therefore one-half as great as
gmax f°r *ne Type 1 filter.
= 0.184, for p > 1
A-4
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Appendix B
Calculation of T
rl"F
2 1 * « . . A « T 3 « n .A ^^^ ^ J i
— 00
2 " J f - j f 0 df
^ . 1
JL
4f0
= J"
1 Iim d2
37
7T
16f0
1T3T
B-l
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df
_!_ lim d3
31 f
3
df
_ _
32f
Type 4: T = J £ 1 - cos(27rf Td) 1
0
 2 fa +fg ' F
1 "- J» * " 7(f 7d) df
$_ lim .
 p. 1 - exp(j2fff Td)
2 f^O 7 7 3 J_ ( f a -H£?) ( f"+fg)
_f |_ lim
2 f, - <
ff lim f%
4 ^ - 0 f^f?
! T,) 1 - exp(-2Trf0 T ,)
O-!f / _T*^ -4-f^ \
*]*i\ h + I o>
- exp(-2rrf1
+
- exp(-277fo T,,)
r (l-e-T^)l
B-2
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f8 fa [l-cos(2rf T )]
— *
- exp(j2fff1 r4 J
£ lim A
2 ^J f- jf0 df
df
- exp(j27Tf Td)
77
4
fl -(p+De"P
p •]
B-3
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Appendix C
Calculation of Crossover Slope
1 -x tType 2: g(x) = (x - - x3) e , x = -
& T
Crossover occurs at x = X =2
) = 1 e'2[2» -4 (2 ) +2] = e"2
Type 3: g(x) = 1 (Sx3 - x3 ) e
= 3
) = |(3) e'3 [3a - 6(3) + 6] = - | e'3
aTsf
C-l
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Type 5: g(t) = [gl (t) - gs(t)]
c-'
t/Td - p e' e^t/Td]
Crossover occurs where gx(t) = gs(t), or:
P n=r-
d
.
= T
dg
dt t>T 2 dt dt
2 T
For p = 2. 0:
*
 = 1
-
1 5 T
and
..54T
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